How IT can improve virtual meetings for everyone.

- **Equip workers with the knowledge and tools they need to stay safe.**
  - More than 50% of workers experience some level of stress when working remotely. Help your employees adapt to the change with HP’s security and productivity solutions.
  - HP offers the world’s most secure and manageable PCs. With hardware-enforced security features and layers of protection below, inside, and above the OS to proactively prevent threats and quickly recover in the event of a breach. Sleek and light, Elite Notebooks offer HP’s unique and comprehensive security capabilities at no additional cost and HP’s Manageability Integration Framework makes it easier for IT to manage your virtual workforces remotely for at least three days per week—even 12 months after the COVID-19 pandemic.

- **Equip teams for real work—not just talk.**
  - HP’s Elite Notebooks are made for today’s challenges—with hardware-enforced security features and the latest advanced features like secure, wide-angle webcams, hardened security features like self-healing BIOS, 5G and 4G LTE connectivity, Audio by Bang & Olufsen, HP’s unique and comprehensive security capabilities at no additional cost and HP’s Manageability Integration Framework makes it easier for IT to manage your virtual workforces remotely.

- **Manage bandwidth and eliminate lag time.**
  - A huge increase in virtual meetings hasn’t gone unnoticed by cyberattackers. New attack types are on the rise, and most meeting platforms have reported issues. Keep meetings secure and your workers safe with HP’s advanced, simple, and easy-to-use virtual collaboration tools.

- **Help employees make the most of virtual meetings.**
  - Over 93% of employees now participate in virtual meetings, which means there are new challenges that virtual meeting professionals have to address. HP’s feature-rich virtual collaboration tools help users test to ensure they have a solid Wi-Fi setup with tips on how to improve their virtual meeting experience—how to arrange lighting, headshots. Make a balanced plan that helps employees reduce stress by understanding when to have video on and when to have it off.

- **Utilize remote management tools to improve support.**
  - HP’s Proprietary research, US, UK, and Australia, 2020
  - HP EliteBook 800 Series
  - HP offers the world’s most secure and manageable PCs. With hardware-enforced security features and layers of protection below, inside, and above the OS to proactively prevent threats and quickly recover in the event of a breach. Sleek and light, Elite Notebooks offer HP’s unique and comprehensive security capabilities at no additional cost and HP’s Manageability Integration Framework makes it easier for IT to manage your virtual workforces remotely for at least three days per week—even 12 months after the COVID-19 pandemic.

- **Collaborate better to move your business faster.**
  - HP EliteBook 800 Series
  - HP offers the world’s most secure and manageable PCs. With hardware-enforced security features and layers of protection below, inside, and above the OS to proactively prevent threats and quickly recover in the event of a breach. Sleek and light, Elite Notebooks offer HP’s unique and comprehensive security capabilities at no additional cost and HP’s Manageability Integration Framework makes it easier for IT to manage your virtual workforces remotely for at least three days per week—even 12 months after the COVID-19 pandemic.
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